Compactors that move or copy objects need to adjust pointers. In extant compactors, pointer adjustment involves inspecting every pointer in the heap and computing the target address for each pointer. At the same time, in modern Managed Runtime Environments (MREs), only a fraction of pointers in the heap changes during compaction. This is because state-of-the-art MREs do not compact the prefix of the heap that contains few dead objects, allowing gaps between live objects and tolerating small space overhead.
INTRODUCTION
Managed Runtime Environments (MREs) for object-oriented, type-safe programming languages, such as Java or C#, implement automatic memory algorithms to optimize pointer adjustment. The design of SRC is based on three statistical observations.
-Most live objects in modern applications have only one referent [Deutsch and Bobrow 1976; Dieckmann and Hölzle 1998; ]. -A large part of the heap is not moved during compaction in state-of-the-art
MREs. This is because MREs aim at avoiding low-yield compactions that do not free enough space to justify the cost of object moving [Wegiel and Krintz 2009] . Thus, at the cost of small space overhead, controlled by a command-line parameter, they compute a dense prefix, a heap region that contains mostly live objects, and do not compact it. A special treatment of dense blocks is also reported in Kermany and Petrank [2006] . -Most MREs reserve a machine word for an object header, which contains such information as locking state and hash code (among others). The vast majority of object headers remain unused during program execution (as most objects are unlocked at any given point in time). Thus, most headers are available for reuse by GC (for forwarding pointers or, like in SRC, for pointer reversal).
During marking, SRC reuses object headers to reverse as many pointers as possible in place (i.e., without any space overhead). For all live objects that have exactly one referent, SRC stores the address of the referent in the object header. Objects with more than one referent, use an overflow table-one referent is stored in the object header and the addresses of the remaining referents are remembered in the overflow table for later processing. Once marking is done, SRC determines the target location for each object. As soon as the target location is known, the referent is updated if the object in question changes its address. Since most objects do not move, most pointers are not updated. SRC imposes a small space overhead, due to the overflow table, but its overhead can be bounded by a fallback to Lisp2 (determined dynamically).
In summary, we make the following contributions:
-Comprehensive empirical analysis of modern benchmarks and compaction strategies that provides evidence for the key statistical observations that we build upon when designing SRC. -Discussion of how extant compactors can optimize for the common object graph shape. State-of-the-art compactors do not exploit the single-referent property. Extant GC systems strive to reduce the cost of compaction by moving only part of the heap; however, all pointers still need to be processed. -Design of SRC, a compactor that reduces the cost of pointer processing/ manipulation to nearly optimal. Unlike extant compactors, SRC almost never processes (where processing includes reading the current and computing the new value of) pointers that do not change. To date, optimization of pointer manipulation has received little attention. -Implementation of SRC in the HotSpot JVM in a generational collection framework. Empirical evaluation of SRC based on standard benchmarks and open-source applications demonstrating that SRC improves performance and responsiveness compared to the Lisp2 algorithm while being simpler.
In the sections that follow, we discuss the background (Section 2), describe the design and implementation of SRC (Sections 3 and 4), and present the results of its experimental evaluation (Section 5).
BACKGROUND
In the following text, we provide a detailed background on two compactors: Lisp2, as we compare SRC with it, and Jonkers, as SRC reverses the object graph, a technique also employed by Jonkers. In addition, we discuss other state-of-the-art compactors in the context of how they perform pointer adjustment, which is the focal point of SRC.
In our description of the algorithms, we assume that objects are ordered in the heap from left to right. Therefore, if object o precedes object p in a sequential scan over the heap, object o is to the left of p. A backward pointer originating from object o points to an object to the left of o. Similarly, a forward pointer located in object p points to an object to the right of p. Note also that a forwarding pointer is a pointer stored in an object header and pointing to a location to which the object moves. We often use the terms pointer threading and pointer reversal interchangeably-they both refer to the process of associating a list of incoming pointers with an object.
An overview of several classic compaction algorithms for uniprocessors can be found in Cohen and Nicolau [1983] . Table-based compactors operate in three phases but have the worst-case complexity of O(nlogn). This is because pointer readjustment is done based on a binary search in a table that stores sorted offsets to the clusters of live objects. Among linear-time serial compactors, the most important ones are Lisp2 and the Jonkers algorithm. The serial Lisp2 collector is suitable for client-side desktop machines (e.g., the HotSpot JVM uses it for full-heap compacting garbage collection in the client mode). Lisp2 has a parallel version that targets multiprocessors [Flood et al. 2001] . Both Lisp2 and the Jonkers algorithm are serial stop-the-world sliding mark-compact collectors that preserve object order and compact all live objects into a single contiguous area in the (lower part of the) heap.
Lisp2
Lisp2 is a four-phase compactor. The goal of the first phase (called marking) is to find all live objects by following the object graph starting from the roots. The second phase is a sequential scan over the heap that installs forwarding pointers in the headers of live objects. Each forwarding pointer determines the target location for a particular object after compaction. A target location for an object x is computed as the total size of live objects that precede x. The third phase amounts to a sequential traversal over the heap and pointer adjustment. Each pointer is set to the value stored in the header of the object that it currently points to. The fourth phase involves moving subsequent live objects to the locations specified by their forwarding pointers. GC (b) and in SRC (c) for an example object graph (a). Note that SRC does not overwrite any pointers, while the Jonkers algorithm overwrites all pointers. Outgoing object pointers are shaded light gray and object headers are shaded dark gray.
Jonkers
The Jonkers algorithm has three phases. Similar to Lisp2, the first phase is devoted to computing the transitive closure of the root set. The second phase is a sequential scan over the heap that performs pointer threading and partialpointer adjustment. Pointer threading is a technique that chains together pointers that reference a single object. Figures 1(a) and 1(b) shows an example object graph before and after pointer threading. In the Jonkers collector, pointer threading is done in-place, meaning that it does not require any additional memory. In the second phase, the GC threads all pointers as it encounters them during the sequential scan of the heap. In addition, the system adjusts incoming forward pointers that have been threaded so far. When an object x is reached, all forward pointers that reference x have already been threaded by the algorithm and can, therefore, be updated (and unthreaded) . By the end of the second phase, the system has threaded all backward pointers (forward pointers were threaded too, but they are already updated and unthreaded). The third phase updates only incoming backward pointers. When the pointers are updated, the algorithm moves the currently processed object (at which point it is guaranteed that its fields are not part of any chain). Since object headers are occupied by pointers to chains, the algorithm must compute the target location for each object in both Phases 2 and 3 (as forwarding pointers are not used). The Jonkers collector requires only three phases but proves expensive in practice due to its extensive pointer manipulation.
Pointer Processing
All extant compactors process all pointers in the heap, regardless of whether a particular pointer changes. State-of-the-art compactors that move objects essentially use two techniques for pointer adjustment, one based on forwarding pointers and the other based on a marking bitmap.
Compactors employing forwarding pointers, such as Lisp2 and SRC, use the object header to store the address to which a particular object moves. Pointer adjustment in such a setting is simple and efficient-it amounts to reading the value of a forwarding pointer and updating the referent. The disadvantage is that forwarding pointer installation requires a separate pass over the heap.
Recent compactors, such as the Compressor and the HotSpot compactor, use a marking bitmap for pointer adjustment. The marking bitmap reserves 1 bit per heap word. During object graph tracing, GC sets bits in the bitmap to indicate locations of live objects. The heap is divided into blocks. GC computes per-block liveness statistics (i.e., how many bytes are live in a given block). Object moving and pointer updating are done simultaneously. For each pointer, its new value is computed using the per-block statistics and traversing a small fragment of the marking bitmap-the GC sums up the total size of live data before a specific block and within that block up to some object. Thus, in bitmap-based compactors pointer adjustment is relatively expensive; however, this cost is amortized by the avoidance of one pass over the heap.
The Pauseless GC uses a hash table (side arrays) for storing forwarding pointers for the currently relocated virtual pages. A hash table look-up is necessary to compute the new value of a pointer. Such a look-up executes as part of a read barrier.
COMPACTOR DESIGN
SRC exploits the widely known statistical property that in modern programs, most live objects in the heap have exactly one referent. Our empirical analysis of Java benchmarks and applications, as described in detail in Section 5, shows that across 25 programs, 91% of live objects in the heap have only one incoming pointer.
The key idea behind the SRC algorithm is that it reverses the direction of pointers during marking and subsequently uses the reversed object graph to update the pointers to the objects that change their location. Because of the single-referent property, pointer reversal can be done nearly in-place (almost without space overhead). SRC reuses the object header to store the address of one (and in most cases the only) referent for each object. State-of-the-art MREs employ object headers to implement object locking, store object hash codes, GC mark bits, and forwarding pointers. At any given moment, most objects have their header in a canonical state (i.e., unlocked and unforwarded); and therefore, very few headers need to be preserved when GC occurs.
Pointer reversal takes place during marking so that SRC can exploit reference locality and avoid introducing memory accesses that might result in a cache miss. An additional advantage of piggybacking on marking is that there is no need for a dedicated pass over the heap. Thus, pointer reversal can be implemented with small overhead.
SRC reverses the object graph to avoid processing for pointers that are not adjusted. Once a new location of an object is known, the referent can be properly updated. There is no need to traverse all pointers to identify those that need adjustment.
SRC employs an overflow table to handle popular objects (i.e., those with more than one referent). In the object header, the address of one referent is stored. The remaining referents are appended to the overflow table during marking. Since there are few popular objects, the imposed space overhead is small in practice (we evaluate it in detail).
A key observation underlying SRC is that extant MREs rarely compact the whole heap. For example, the HotSpot JVM finds a dense prefix, a region at the beginning of the heap that contains few dead objects, and excludes it from compaction. The rationale is avoidance of low-yield and expensive compactions. In the dense prefix, dead objects are not reclaimed, and the resulting gaps incur space overhead. This overhead is controlled by an MRE parameter, which specifies what percentage of the heap can be designated for the unused dead space. Our empirical evaluation of Lisp2 in the HotSpot JVM shows that across the benchmarks that we use, and for the allowed dead space of 5%, 72% of objects do not move.
The goal of SRC is to reduce the cost of pointer adjustment to nearly optimal so that the pointers referring to nonmoving objects are not processed at all. Existing compactors always process all pointers (i.e., read each pointer and compute its new value) despite the fact that most objects do not move. Pointer processing can be expensive, even when pointer forwarding is used, not to mention marking bitmaps.
SRC comprises three phases: marking/threading, object forwarding/pointer adjustment, and object moving. Lisp2 has four phases because it needs a dedicated phase to process all the pointers in the heap and update those that change. SRC is simpler and more efficient.
Phase I: Pointer Threading
SRC performs pointer threading during the marking phase (unlike the Jonkers algorithm) for simplicity and locality of reference. SRC threads all pointers, regardless of whether the incoming reference belongs to an object in the heap (i.e., is a reference field) or lies outside of the heap (i.e., is a root). The only exception to this rule is the class pointer that points to an object that encapsulates the metadata that defines the object type. This exception applies only to JVMs that treat objects and metadata in a uniform way (i.e., classes are represented as objects in the heap, which leads to several levels of metadata hierarchy ending with a circular dependency). The rationale for excluding class pointers from threading is that a particular metaobject is always pointed to by all objects of the type that it represents. Metaobjects, therefore, are referred to by a large number of other objects, and as such, are not good candidates for pointer threading due to the space overhead they would cause in the overflow table.
While tracing the object graph (typically using depth-first search) and marking the reachable objects, SRC reverses pointers. Object headers are used to store the addresses of referents. In case of multiple referents, SRC employs the dynamically expanded overflow table. An example object graph and its threaded representation are shown in Figure 1 (a) and (c). Table I lists the pseudocode for Phase I. The set of addresses of pointers to be processed is kept in pending, which in practice is a stack or a queue. We extract subsequent addresses of pointers (r in the procedure code) from the pending set (by calling extract) and dereference each pointer address twice to obtain an object address (our notation for this operation is object(r)). Objects visited for the first time are marked, and their headers are used to store the address of the referent (r). In case of already-marked objects, the address of the referent is appended to the overflow table. Given the single-reference property that is common to Java programs, we expect to require very few entries in the overflow table. Accessing this table imposes both space and time overhead (it degrades locality during tracing).
Phase II: Pointer Forwarding
At the start of the second phase, in the header of all live objects is an address of one of their referents. Pointers not recorded in the object headers are in the Table II , we iterate over subsequent objects (o is the address of the current object) and compute a forwarding pointer for each live object (we call the forward function to accomplish the latter). To compute the next live object, we sequentially skip over dead objects until we find the next marked object. The forward function computes the location an object will occupy after compaction. If a particular object moves, we overwrite the pointer whose address has been stored in the object header (h) with the object's destination address ( f ). Once the referent (h) is updated, we use the object header to store the value of the object's forwarding pointer ( f ). SRC needs forwarding pointers to properly update pointers that overflowed (i.e., those from the overflow table). The last step in Phase II is iterating over the overflow table and adjusting the subsequent pointers. At this point, all object headers contain forwarding pointers.
SRC handles class pointers specially-they are not threaded and SRC updates them using forwarding pointers. In consequence, Phase II must be first completed for all metaobjects (so that forwarding pointers are installed) before we start Phase II for regular objects. SRC updates each class pointer by reading the forwarding pointer from the header of the instance of the class. This is a method similar to the one used in the Lisp2 algorithm for all pointers.
Unlike Lisp2, SRC need not identify and traverse individual reference fields of each object in Phase II. The information that SRC gathers during marking is sufficient to adjust the pointers. This obviates the need for accessing metadata for each object (in Phase II) to determine which fields have reference types (what makes Phase II very efficient).
Phase III: Object Moving
After SRC identifies the target locations for the objects that must be moved and adjusts the relevant pointers, SRC moves the objects to the left end of the heap (Table III shows the pseudocode). SRC copies each object (o) to the location specified by the forwarding pointer that is stored in the object header (o.header). Objects in the dense prefix do not move. All objects in the heap have their headers cleared (forwarding pointers are removed). Once moving completes, the headers that contained locking state or hash codes are restored. A separate table is used to store such headers. Typically, few headers need saving before GC, so this does not impose large time/space overhead.
Space-Bounded SRC
SRC can fall back to Lisp2 to guarantee a specific space overhead bound. The overflow table is filled during marking; therefore, fallback is possible starting from Phase II. When SRC reaches the limit on the number of entries in the overflow table, threading is suspended, marking proceeds until it is finished, and the collector continues its operation as Lisp2. The implementation is straightforward as the output of marking expected for Lisp2 is the subset of what SRC generates in Phase I.
Generational SRC
SRC can be implemented in MREs with heaps consisting of multiple generations. For example, our implementation uses three generations: young, old, and permanent. In addition, the young generation consists of three memory regions: eden, from space, and to space.
As described previously, SRC's correctness requires metadata to be processed first in Phase II. In configurations with a dedicated generation for metadata (which is typically called a permanent generation), Phase III also must be completed in the metageneration before the compactor can move on to the remaining generations. This is because once class pointers are updated in Phase II, they point to incorrect locations until metaobjects are actually moved in Phase III. Regular generations can be processed in any order as long as the metageneration is traversed first in both Phases II and III.
Note that metaobjects also have class pointers (which point to metametaobjects). However, class pointers in the metageneration always point to the left. The reason for this is that whenever we allocate a metaobject the corresponding metametaobject must have been already allocated. Assuming left-to-right allocation, all class pointers in the metageneration point to the left. In consequence, a sequential traversal (accompanied by moving) from the left to the right end in Phase III guarantees that the class pointer of the currently processed metaobject is always correct.
An important advantage of scanning the metadata generation first in Phase II is that by the time we start traversing regular generations, we know whether any metaobject has been moved. If no objects have been relocated in the metageneration (which in our empirical configuration is always the case), then it is not necessary to forward class pointers in Phase II, which translates to considerable reduction of work, as every object has a class pointer.
SRC can be used with different heap configurations, consisting of multiple memory regions (either generations or moving and nonmoving spaces, such as large object spaces). Except for the previously described ordering constraints pertaining to the metageneration, the remaining spaces can be processed in any order, and there are no additional requirements on their number, size, and object moving strategy (i.e., whether a particular space is compacted).
Parallel SRC
We have extended SRC to support multiple GC threads in order to scale on multicore and multiprocessor systems. Parallel SRC comprises three phases.
The first phase, marking, can be parallelized in a way similar to Lisp2 [Flood et al. 2001] . Parallel GC threads maintain thread-local overflow tables to avoid synchronization and interthread contention. While computing the transitive closure of the objects reachable from the roots, GC threads strive to load balance the available work. We employ dynamic work stealing for this purpose. A GC thread acquires an object reference either from its local queue, or by retrieving an entry from a queue that belongs to another thread. Marking is terminated after all GC threads declare that they are idle. Object marking and pointer threading require an atomic compare-and-swap operation on an unmarked object header when the object is visited by multiple racing GC threads at the same time. The GC thread that wins the race marks the object and stores the referent address in the header. Since parallel SRC uses per-thread overflow tables, pointer reversal does not introduce any additional synchronization to marking. We do not use a marking bitmap.
Similarly to the parallel HotSpot compactor, we divide the heap into fixedsize blocks. Marking computes basic per-block statistics, that is, how many bytes are live in the block and an offset of the first live object in the block. In the second phase, GC threads divide the heap into several chunks, as many as GC threads. Each chunk comprises multiple blocks and covers similar amount of live data. Each GC thread forwards objects and updates referents stored in the headers in its own chunk. After all GC threads finish object forwarding, they execute a barrier (join point), and each GC thread proceeds to adjust pointers in its own per-thread overflow table.
In the third phase, GC threads claim available blocks atomically and fill them with live objects in parallel. A block becomes available when all its objects have been evacuated (it is empty, i.e., its live data counter is zero) or it has been compacted onto itself. Filling a block involves identifying the source block(s) and copying the objects destined for the block until the block is full or no more live objects are left. Per-block statistics are updated as blocks are filled (live data counter is decreased, the first live object offset advances to the right). Initially, the first block in the heap gets compacted. Then, it becomes available and is a filling target for potentially many other blocks. Compaction starts off single-threaded and gradually increases its degree of parallelism as multiple blocks become available for claiming by GC threads.
IMPLEMENTATION
We have implemented SRC in HotSpot [OpenJDK] , an open-source (GPL), production-quality, high-performance Java Virtual Machine from Sun Microsystems written in C/C++ (source code version 7-ea-b10, released on 3/21/2007). SRC is a serial mark-compact collector that is invoked during major (full-heap) collections that involve compaction of all generations.
HotSpot Memory Management
HotSpot uses handleless objects, meaning that all object references are direct pointers (there is no level of indirection). Every object has a two-machine-word header. SRC reuses this header and does not require any additional header space. The first word (called mark) contains object age bits, identity hash code, as well as synchronization/locking bits. The lowest two bits are set to 1 to indicate the fact the an object is marked. The mark word is also used to store a forwarding pointer during mark-compact GC. The second word (called class pointer) points to an instance that contains reflective metadata. HotSpot uniformly represents metadata as objects and maintains a self-referential three-level metadata hierarchy where the root object describes its own type. Arrays contain an additional (third) compulsory word to store the array length.
HotSpot uses a generational heap layout. There are three generations: permanent, tenured (old), and young. The young generation is further subdivided into eden and two equally sized survivor spaces (called from-space and tospace). Objects are initially allocated in the eden (if their size does not permit that, the allocation is done directly in the tenured generation). Within the young generation, a copying collector (called scavenger) is used. The scavenger evacuates live objects from eden-space and from-space to to-space and promotes objects that survived several minor collections to the tenured generation. To reduce synchronization costs, the system assigns each thread a thread-local allocation buffer (TLAB) from the eden space.
The HotSpot old generation supports several different garbage collectors. In the client mode, by default, it uses a standard four-phase Lisp2 mark-compact collector. The system performs stop-the-world collection by a dedicated thread upon memory exhaustion by the application and after reaching a safepoint at which all mutator threads are suspended. The marking phase involves traversing all reachable objects (across all generations) in a depth-first order and marking them (i.e., setting the least-significant two bits of the mark word to 1). The GC saves object headers that contain active locking state or a nonzero hash code prior to full collection and restores them afterward (to avoid overwriting by a forwarding pointer). The GC preserves relevant headers in a dedicated dynamic array the length of which is extended on demand.
Pointer Threading and the Overflow Table
Prior to marking, SRC secures space for the reversed pointers to objects that have more than one incoming reference. The key advantage of the overflow table over the Jonkers approach is that it enables SRC to avoid many pointer manipulations. SRC employs a dynamic array for this purpose, following the design of existing auxiliary data structures (e.g., the marking stack). The overflow table does not require a contiguous memory region, its functionality is essentially a set of linked-list operations. SRC can grow the array one chunk at a time or exponentially (we use the latter option). SRC stores the overflow table outside of the heap. The table contains addresses of pointers that point to objects with more than one referent. To bound the space overhead introduced by this auxiliary data structure, SRC falls back to Lisp2 compaction. In our empirical evaluation, however, such fallbacks are never necessary by the benchmarks that we study, and space overhead is small.
In HotSpot, objects are aligned at word boundaries. Therefore, on 32-bit machines, the lowest 2 bits of each pointer are always cleared. HotSpot (like other JVMs) exploits this property to fit both marking bits and a forwarding pointer into the object header.
SRC makes use of the object alignment in a similar manner. After the marking phase, the headers of live objects point to locations of pointers in the heap, which are guaranteed to be word aligned. SRC overflows root pointers because in HotSpot roots (which include C heap pointers and operand stack entries) are not necessarily word aligned.
A potential improvement over this strategy would be to dynamically check at runtime whether a particular root is word aligned. However, we have not evaluated the impact of such an optimization experimentally.
SRC performs pointer threading in all generations. In the permanent generation, however, class pointers are not threaded since doing so would create significant space overhead. Class pointers are adjusted during Phase II via forwarding pointers.
EVALUATION
We compare SRC against the serial four-phase mark-compact Lisp2 collector that is employed by the HotSpot JVM by default in the client-compiler mode for full-heap (major) collections that compact all generations. For minor collections, HotSpot uses a serial copying collector in the young generation. SRC is implemented in all generations (i.e., the young, old, and permanent). Both Lisp2 and SRC take one parameter: dead space ratio, which determines the maximum allowed percentage of free space in the old generation (this parameter does not apply to the young and permanent generations). Higher values of the dead space ratio result in a larger dense prefix and a smaller number of moved objects.
We evaluate SRC's impact on execution time and full GC pause times, as well as investigate its space overhead. We analyze 25 benchmarks in the context of the statistical properties that SRC exploits (nonmoving objects and singlereferent objects). In addition to summarizing our experimental results across the heap sizes, we present more detailed empirical data for six selected benchmarks (three that perform well with SRC and three that only moderately benefit from SRC).
Methodology
Our experimental platform, is a dedicated dual-core Intel Core 2 Duo (Conroe B2) machine clocked at 2.66GHz with the unified 4M 16-way L2 cache and 32K 8-way L1 cache, 2GB main memory, running Debian GNU/Linux 3.0 configured with the 2.6.17 kernel. We use OpenJDK 1.6 and HotSpot version 7-ea-b10 compiled with GCC 3.2.3, in the optimized client-compiler (C1) mode.
For each experiment, we use a fixed size heap. The heap comprises three generations: the young, old, and permanent. When reporting heap size, we sum up the size of all three generations. We investigate five heap sizes for each benchmark/application ranging from the minimum heap size (and high GC activity) to the heap size with medium/minor GC frequency. We repeat each experiment seven times and report average values (arithmetic mean) along with standard deviation.
The young generation is 25% of the old generation. Survivor spaces (the from-space and to-space) occupy 33% of the young generation (the remainder is used by the eden). The permanent generation is 12MB (HotSpot default). We disable all explicit GC invocations and adaptive generation resizing.
During full collections, SRC compacts all three generations. In the young generation, no dead space is allowed (perfect compaction always takes place), while in the permanent generation, we allow any amount of dead space (objects are never moved). In the old generation, we vary the dead space ratio between 0% and 10% (via the SRC command-line parameter).
Our evaluation is based on 25 Java programs, which include standard Java benchmarks and open-source Java applications [GPLJava] . We use all DaCapo and SPEC JVM'98 benchmarks. In addition, we employ SPEC PseudoJBB'00 [SPEC] and VolanoMark [VolanoMark] as well as five GPL applications. Individual benchmarks are described in Table IV where we also report performance data obtained using the Lisp2 collector for the 5% dead space ratio in the old generation (HotSpot default). In subsequent columns, we show heap size ranges, execution times, and GC cost for full-heap collections. We do not report any statistics for minor (young generation) collections as SRC is implemented for full-heap collections only and does not impact minor GC.
We run the default variants of the DaCapo benchmarks and use the input size of at least 100 for JVM'98. We execute VolanoMark with 42 chat rooms for 100 iterations and SPEC PseudoJBB with 5 warehouses for 10 5 iterations.
We evaluate SRC and Lisp2 using common metrics of GC performance: application throughput and maximum/average pause times. In addition, we investigate the number of incoming references for objects in the heap, as well as We group benchmarks based on the suite/category they belong to. For each benchmark, we report the heap-sized range in Col. 2 (we use 5 regularly-spaced heap sizes across this range for each benchmark; heap size includes all generations: young, old, and permanent). Next, in Cols. 3-6, we present per-benchmark performance data for the minimum heap sizes: total execution time, total full GC time (minor collection are not included as SRC is implemented only for full-heap collections), the number of full GCs per run, and total full GC time relative to total execution time. The last column provides a brief description of each benchmark. We report arithmetic mean from 7 runs.
report the percentage of moved objects depending on the dead space ratio. For SRC, we also measure space overhead.
Object Graph
The efficacy of SRC, both in terms of its space overhead and pause time reduction, depends mostly on the single-referent property. In Table V , we report basic statistics for the object graph shape for each benchmark. All the measurements have been obtained for the old generation. Across the benchmarks, the percentage of objects with exactly one incoming pointer (second column) averages at 91%. Although the maximum (of the maxima) of referents to live objects (Column 4) is occasionally high, the expected number of incoming pointers (Column 3) is 1.1. In Column 2, we show the percentage of live objects with exactly one referent, averaged across the heap sizes. Next, in Column 3, we report the average number of incoming pointers for live objects across the heap sizes. Column 4 presents the maximum number of incoming pointers across the heap sizes (we report the maximum of the maxima that we observe). The last column shows the space overhead imposed by SRC relative to the heap size (we report average across the heap sizes). This space overhead depends on the object graph (the number of objects with more than one referent) and the number of unaligned root references.
Pause Times
Tables VI through VIII compare average and maximum pause times for Lisp2 and SRC across the benchmarks. Subsequent tables correspond to the 0%, 5%, and 10% dead space ratio, respectively. We report average values that we have obtained across the heap sizes. For the 5% dead space ratio, SRC reduces maximum pause times by up to 23% and by 12%, on average, and decreases average pause times by up to 23% and by 13%, on average. The biggest performance impact is seen in benchmarks in which the dense prefix tends to be large (objects do not die at the beginning of the heap) and few objects have more than one referent. Higher dead space ratio results in shorter pause times, but within the range between 0% and 10% pause time reduction does not change significantly. Figure 2 shows average GC pause times for Lisp2 and SRC across the heap sizes for selected benchmarks (representative of our benchmark set). We In Column 2, we report throughput increase due to SRC (relative to Lisp2) for minimum heap sizes. Benchmarks are listed in descending order according to throughput increase. In Columns 3 and 4, we show the percentage decrease in average (Column 3) and maximum (Column 4) full GC pause times-we compare SRC and Lisp2 across the heap sizes here. The last column presents the percentage of live objects that do not move in SRC (average across the heap sizes). We summarize the eight benchmarks whose execution time benefits most from SRC (the top average row), as well as all benchmarks (the bottom average row).
present the results obtained for the dead space ratio of 5%. SRC consistently reduces full GC pauses, thus increasing minimum mutator utilization (MMU) and consequently improving application throughput.
Application Throughput
SRC reduces full-heap GC time and thus improves program performance. Throughput impact is proportional to the amount of GC activity, that is, it is the most significant for the minimum heap sizes. In Tables VI through VIII, we report throughput increase due to SRC, relative to Lisp2, for the 0%, 5%, and 10% dead space ratio, and the minimum heap sizes. Average performance improvement across benchmarks is better for higher values of the dead space ratio: 3.9% for 0%, 4.6% for 5%, and 5.5% for 10%. Several benchmarks, however, do not trigger sufficient GC to benefit from SRC in terms of their execution In Column 2, we report throughput increase due to SRC (relative to Lisp2) for minimum heap sizes. Benchmarks are listed in descending order according to throughput increase. In Columns 3 and 4, we show the percentage decrease in average (Column 3) and maximum (Column 4) full GC pause times-we compare SRC and Lisp2 across the heap sizes here. The last column presents the percentage of live objects that do not move in SRC (average across the heap sizes). We summarize the eight benchmarks whose execution time benefits most from SRC (the top average row) as well as all benchmarks (the bottom average row).
time. When we consider the 8 benchmarks with the highest GC activity for each configuration, SRC increases throughput, on average, by 9% for 0%, 11% for 5%, and 13% for 10%. Figure 3 presents execution time curves for Lisp2 and SRC across the heap sizes for selected benchmarks. The dead space ratio is set to 5%. For these benchmarks, SRC improves performance across the heap sizes (not only for the minimum ones).
Space Overhead
SRC imposes space overhead because of the overflow table. In the last column in Table V , we report the size of the overflow table, relative to the heap size, for each benchmark across the heap sizes. Space overhead in SRC depends on the object graph and not on the dead space ratio. Space overhead In Column 2, we report throughput increase due to SRC (relative to Lisp2) for minimum heap sizes. Benchmarks are listed in descending order according to throughput increase. In Columns 3 and 4, we show the percentage decrease in average (Column 3) and maximum (Column 4) full GC pause times-we compare SRC and Lisp2 across the heap sizes here. The last column presents the percentage of live objects that do not move in SRC (average across the heap sizes). We summarize the eight benchmarks whose execution time benefits most from SRC (the top average row), as well as all benchmarks (the bottom average row).
is highest in benchmarks where many pointers end up in the overflow table, that is, those with many objects with multiple referents as well as those with many roots (roots overflow by default due to the lack of word alignment). Thus, space overhead not always fully correlates with the average number of incoming pointers-the number of roots has an impact on the overflow table size too. On average, across benchmarks, space overhead is 3.9%.
As we mentioned previously, SRC can fall back to Lisp2 to guarantee a particular space bound. For these results, however, no fallback is needed, since space overhead is small.
Dense Prefix
Both Lisp2 and SRC do not compact the prefix of the heap to avoid low-yield yet expensive collections. The size of this prefix is controlled by the dead space ratio. Tables VI through VIII (last column) show the percentage of objects that do not move during compaction for each benchmark. On average, it is 40% for 0%, 72% for 5%, and 76% for 10%. Thus, by default in HotSpot (i.e., for 5%), most objects do not move and most pointers do not need to be processed. Figure 4 lends insight into how the size of the dense prefix depends on the heap size. We report the percentage of nonmoving live objects as a function of heap size for selected benchmarks. We use the 5% dead space ratio. The percentage of nonmoving objects typically stays the same or decreases as heap size increases. This is because for larger heaps, GC is less frequent and more objects become unreachable between subsequent GCs. As a result, large dead regions are more likely to appear in the heap and necessitate moving.
RELATED WORK
SRC employs pointer threading, a technique used by the Jonkers compactor [Jonkers 1979 ]. The Jonkers algorithm has been shown by Cohen and Nicolau [1983] to introduce potentially significant overhead for pointer manipulation. Lisp2 [Jones 1996 ], despite comprising four phases, is favored over the three-phase Jonkers GC due to its simplicity and superior performance (e.g., the HotSpot JVM implements Lisp2 instead of Jonkers). SRC has three phases, like the Jonkers GC, but SRC performs few pointer updates, while in the Jonkers algorithm the whole object graph is first reversed and then restored.
The compaction algorithm described in Martin [1982] , reverses the object graph during marking, but unlike SRC, does not take into account the singlereferent property and does not use the overflow table. The Martin algorithm does not assume dedicated object headers and reserves a bit per pointer for a flag indicating if a pointer is reversed. Space efficiency of the Martin GC depends on the object graph-the algorithm needs additional space for each tothe-right pointer that points to an object that has outgoing pointers. In contrast, SRC's space efficiency depends on the number of incoming pointers. The Martin algorithm always reverses the whole object graph and later restores it while SRC strives to keep pointer manipulation to a minimum.
Since SRC employs stop-the-world collection, it reduces pause times without adding significant complexity to the collector and without negatively impacting throughput. The trade-off between throughput and pause times has also been addressed in Blackburn and McKinley [2003] where the authors introduce a hybrid collector (called URC) that combines copying and reference counting to achieve low pause times without significant performance (throughput) penalties. Unlike SRC, URC does not exploit any behavioral patterns in Java programs and uses reference counting (SRC is a tracing GC).
An alternative approach to reducing pause times is using incremental, concurrent, and parallel collection [Dijkstra et al. 1976; Steele 1975; Yuasa 1990; Doligez and Leroy 1993; Lang and Dupont 1987; Larose and Feeley 1998; Furusou et al. 1991; Detlefs et al. 2004] . Such systems can achieve lower pause times than those that we report herein, but do so (i) for a different application domain than the one we target and (ii) at the cost of both simplicity, application throughput, and memory footprint. Concurrent and real-time GCs target specialized systems with a large number of processors (e.g., servers and cluster systems) and applications with short response time requirements (e.g., hard and soft real-time systems, server applications). Most deskside (client) generalpurpose machines today (the domain on which we focus) have a single or small number of processors. Concurrent GC systems (non-stop-the-world collectors) necessarily reduce application throughput since GC and mutator activity are interleaved and must be coordinated. In addition, concurrent collectors often require operating system support to arbitrate conflicts between the mutator and collector threads (e.g., the Compressor [Kermany and Petrank 2006] , Pauseless GC [Click et al. 2005] , and Mapping Collector [Wegiel and Krintz 2008] ).
Recent and important examples of concurrent GC systems include the mostly concurrent collection algorithm [Boehm et al. 1991] , its implementations, and extensions. With mostly concurrent GC, marking primarily occurs concurrently with the application execution. The system does so by employing a write barrier to alert the GC to concurrent mutations to the heap by the program. This reduces the pause time required during the stop-theworld phase of the collector, since most marking has been previously completed. The system also reduces application throughput and uses thread priorities to trade off throughput for pause time. Printezis and Detlefs [2000] describe an implementation of this system for the old generation of a generational GC system. The implementation piggy backs on the write barriers required for mostly concurrent collection on those for capturing old-to-young generation references. Ossia et al. [2002] present and implement a mostly concurrent GC for multithreaded, large-scale, server applications that employ very large heaps. The collector combines incremental and priority-aware concurrent GC and achieves effective load balancing of parallel GC threads. On-the-fly GC [Domani et al. 2000; Azatchi et al. 2003 ], is a generational mark-sweep collector that eliminates the need for a system-wide safepoint, that is, it never stops all mutator threads at the same time. In Levanoni and Petrank [2006] , the authors present on-the-fly reference counting GC for multiprocessors.
The concurrent GC systems that are most closely related to ours, however, are those that employ compaction or copying to eliminate heap fragmentation. Ossia et al. [2004] present a mostly concurrent compaction approach for marksweep garbage collection to reduce pause times. The system updates references to new locations concurrently and employs incremental compaction, as described earlier. The authors extend incremental compaction so that the GC selects regions to compaction depending on the behavior of the previous mark and sweep phases.
An improvement over earlier mostly concurrent GC techniques [Ossia et al. 2002; Printezis and Detlefs 2000; Boehm et al. 1991] was described in Barabash et al. [2003] where the authors improve application throughput by reducing repetitive GC work by undirtying cards with no traced objects.
Although the GC described in Hosking [2006] is not a mark-compact collector, it performs concurrent mostly copying collection to enable short pause times and to avoid fragmentation. MC 2 [Sachindran et al. 2004 ] is a incremental copying garbage collector, targeted for memory-constrained devices, which divides the heap into fixed-sized windows and uses write barriers and remembered sets to implement incremental marking and per-window evacuation. In contrast, SRC is a sliding mark-compact GC.
The Compressor [Kermany and Petrank 2006 ] is a concurrent, incremental, and parallel compaction algorithm that compacts the heap in two phases (marking and compacting). The Compressor manipulates virtual memory mapping and compacts objects into a separate area in the process address space. The compactor preserves object order while reducing pause times significantly by requiring a single pass of the heap for compaction. In prior work [Wegiel and Krintz 2008] , we improve upon this approach by eliminating copying of objects altogether through the use of virtual memory mapping. MarkCopy [Sachindran and Moss 2003 ] leverages virtual memory mapping to reduce the space overhead of a copying collector-it does not require a copy reserve, since it maps and unmaps consecutive pages as copying progresses. SRC provides a simpler approach to reducing the overhead of compaction without compacting objects using a separate area in the virtual address space and without relying on operating system support for virtual memory manipulation by the JVM (which is more complex and less portable). Abuaiadh et al. [2004] describe a parallel compaction strategy. The main drawback of this strategy is its fix-up phase that must iterate over all pointers, and for each pointer, it needs to perform constant-time, but nontrivial, calculations. SRC does not iterate over pointers that do not need to be changed and for those that do, SRC performs updates without any calculations (via forwarding pointers).
Many other collectors employ multiple threads during garbage collection to spread the GC workload across multiple processors [Abuaiadh et al. 2004; BenYitzhak et al. 2002; Kermany and Petrank 2006] . This parallel collection, in general, reduces pause times when multiple processors are available for use by the GC. Our system is amenable to parallelization, and we overview the algorithm for enabling parallel mark-compact in Section 3.
CONCLUSIONS
We contribute SRC, a new compactor that exploits two statistical observations to significantly reduce the cost of pointer adjustment. First, most objects in modern programs have exactly one incoming pointer. Second, state-of-the-art MREs do not move a large part of the heap during compaction. The key idea in SRC is to reverse the direction of pointers in the heap without large space overhead by reusing object headers. Pointer reversal is done during marking and enables SRC to avoid processing of all pointers in the heap-SRC iterates only over pointers that change. SRC has three phases and supports both single-threaded and parallel compaction. We implement SRC in the HotSpot JVM as a full-heap collector that compacts all generations. We evaluate SRC using 25 Java programs in terms of GC pause times and application throughput. In addition, we provide measurement results that support the statistical properties that underlie SRC. The key design feature of SRC is simplicity. Our experiments demonstrate that SRC outperforms the Lisp2 algorithm while introducing modest space overhead, which can be bounded by a fallback to Lisp2.
